Abstract-Data uncertainty is widespread in real-word applications. It has captured a lot of attention, but little job has been paid to the research of cost sensitive algorithm on uncertain data. The paper proposes a novel cost-sensitive Naïve Bayes algorithm CS-DTU for classifying and predicting uncertain datasets. In the paper, we apply probability and statistics theory on uncertain data model, define the utility of uncertain attribute to total cost, and propose a new test strategy for attribute selection algorithm. Experimental results on UCI Datasets demonstrate the proposed algorithm can effectively reduce total cost, and significantly outperforms the competitor.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most existing data mining algorithms requires as input certain and precision data. In many real-life applications, however, data contains inherent uncertainty due to many reasons, such as the random nature of the physical data generation and collection process, measurement and decision errors, unreliable data transmission and data staling. The technology of mining uncertain data has attracted great interest, and many works have been done in the field.
Classification models for uncertain data are evaluated by their classification precision so far. The aim of these classification models is to minimize classification errors. When classification errors are proportional to the cost of misclassifications, minimizing classification errors can lead to the minimum cost of classification. however in the real world, this might be wrong. Thus researchers propose the cost-sensitive learning with the objective to minimize the cost. Inductive learning methods that consider a variety of costs are often referred to as costsensitive learning, but few can handle uncertain data.
In the case of medical diagnosis, to diagnose the disease of a patient, a doctor must decide whether a medical test is worthwhile to perform and if so, which one. Each test can improve the accuracy of diagnosis, and meanwhile bring a certain amount of test cost. Misdiagnoses also bring misclassification cost. Our goal is minimize the sum of test cost and misclassification cost. And in this process, the data may be uncertain.
In this paper, we proposed a cost-sensitive naïve Bayes classifier for uncertain data(CS-UNB). We extend the test-cost sensitive naive Bayes classification (CSNB) [1] to uncertain data. On the basis of the frame of CSNB, we defined the influence of uncertain attribute to total cost, propose a new measurement for attribute selection based on the influence, and use the method in NBU [2] to handle data uncertainty. In experiment, we compare CS-UNB with CSDTU [3] on UCI datasets. Experimental result shows that CS-UNB has a better performance and more robust than the competitor. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 describes the problem definition of our work. Section 4 presents the training and testing algorithm of CS-UNB. Section 5 gives the experiment result and discussion. And the concludes of this paper and our future work is given in section 6.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Data Uncertainty
The concept of the data uncertainty was investigated quite intensively in recent years, many works have been done in classification, the common practice for uncertain data classification is expending the traditional algorithm. Bi and Zhang proposed a total support vector classification algorithm (TSVC) [4] . The formulation of support vector classification with uncertain input data was motivated by the total least squares regression method. In 2007, Yang proposed a USVC algorithm [5] which extent the support vector classification by incorporating input uncertainties. In the same year, he presented a iterative approach AUSVC [6] ,which combined TSVC and USVC to achieve a better performance. In 2009, Qin proposed a decision tree based classification method on uncertain data (DTU) [7] , which considered the uncertain data interval and probability distribution function(PDF). In [8] , Tsang raised another uncertain decision tree based classification UDT, and came up with a few strategies for pruning candidate split points. In [9] , Ren presented a novel naïve Bayes classification algorithm for uncertain data with a PDF. The key solution was to extend the class conditional probability estimation in the Bayes model to handle PDF. Qin proposed another uncertain naïve Bayes based classification algorithm NBU [2] , which applied probability and statistics theory on uncertain data model, and provide solutions for model parameter estimation for both uncertain numerical data and uncertain categorical data.
B. Cost-sensitive Learning
The aim of above algorithms is to minimize the misclassification error, unlike cost-sensitive algorithms' goal is to minimize the total cost. There are a mounts of works on cost-sensitive researching. In [10] , Turney analyzed a whole variety of costs in machine learning, , and two types of costs were considered as the most important: the misclassification costs and the test costs. Some previous works, for example [11] , only considers misclassification costs, while [12] only considers the test costs, and they all partial. The best way is to minimize both the misclassification costs and the test costs. There are many works have been done for this. In [13] , Turney proposed a system called ICET, which used a genetic algorithm to build a decision tree aiming at minimize the cost of tests and misclassifications. In [14] , Ling proposed a new decision tree learning algorithm using minimum total cost of tests and misclassifications as the attribute split criterion.
A few works have been done on Cost-sensitive Naïve Bayes Classification. In [15] , Lizotte studied the theoretical aspects of active learning with test costs based on naïve Bayes classifiers. In [1] , Chai presented a costsensitive learning algorithm called CSNB. The test strategy of CSNB determines how unknown attributes are selected to perform test on in order to minimize the sum of the misclassification costs and test costs.
C. Cost-sensitive Learning on Uncertain Data
At the time of this writing, few extensions have been made to consider Cost-sensitive learning with data uncertainty. In [3] , Liu proposed a method extending traditional cost-sensitive decision tree to uncertain data. Because a decision tree places different levels of importance on the attributes by the natural organization of the tree, it cannot be easily fitted to make flexible decisions on selecting unknown attributes for tests. However, the naïve Bayes based algorithms overcome these difficulties more naturally. In this paper, we focus on providing a Naïve Bayes based Classification to handle Cost-sensitive learning on Uncertain Data.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we give a formal definition of the problem, for simplicity, we only consider binary classification and only handle categorical attribute, but our work is easy to extend it to numerical attribute and multi-classification.
We write A={A 1 ,A 2 ,…,A M } for the set of attributes, and C={c 1 ,c 2 ,…,c |c| } for the set of class labels. Here, each attribute A i ∈A could be either a certain attribute or an uncertain attribute. We write A i for a certain attribute. The value of A i , denoted by v k , is a value from a domain Dom(A i )={v 1 ,v 2 ,…,v n }. And we write A i u for an uncertain attribute, whose value is characterized by probability distribution over domain Dom(A i u ). It can be represented by the probability vector P={P i1 ,P i2 ,…,P in }, we write A ij u for a certain attribute, the j-th value of the probability vector.
In cost-sensitive learning, classifying a new sample on a new case, we often consider the test cost, denoted by cost test , when missing values must be obtained through physical test which incur costs themselves. Suppose that T j is a sample of dataset D, each attribute A i can be either known or unknown. Let Ã denote the set of known attributes among all the attributes A and Ā the unknown attributes, A= Ã∪Ā, cost test (Ã)=0 , and cost test (Ā)>0.
Once a classifier is built, it gives a sample T j to be classified a class label c j . While the correct class label of T j is c i , the misclassification incurs costs, and we call that misclassification cost. Suppose that cost ij is the cost of predicting a sample of class c i as belonging to class c j , it is clear that cost ii =0, and cost ij ≠cost ji .
The total cost is the sum of the test cost cost test and the misclassification cost cost ij . We construct a classifier with the aim to minimize the total cost for uncertain data.
IV. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
We introduce the CS-UNB algorithm in two procedures: the test strategy for each test case with the aim to minimize the total cost and each step of the algorithm in detail.
A. Test Strategy
In this section, we mainly illustrate the test strategy of CS-UNB classifier. When a new test sample with missing values comes, a CS-UNB classifier needs a test strategy to decide unknown attributes should be selected for testing. The test strategy is aimed to minimize the sum of the misclassification cost , and test cost and it can handle uncertain data.
During the process of classification, based on the results of previous tests, decisions are made sequentially on whether a further test on an unknown attribute should be performed, and if so, which attribute to select. More specifically, the selection of the next unknown attribute to test is not only dependent on all the values of initially known attributes, but also dependent on the values of those unknown attributes previously tested. [16] A test brings a certain amount of test cost cost test . Meanwhile it may reduce the misclassification cost cost ij . If the reduction of misclassification is larger than the increase of test cost, the test is helpful. In order to decide whether a test is helpful and which attribute should be selected, we write Util(Ā i ) represent the utility of attribute 
Here, P(Ā i =v k |Ã) is the conditional probability of Ā i =v k premised on Ã, and R(c j |Ã, Ā i =v k ) is misclassification cost with the class label c j premised on Ã and Ā i =v k .
R(c j |Ã) is easily obtained using Equation (4):
cost kj is the cost of predicting a sample of c k class as belonging to class c j . P(c k |Ã) represents the conditional probability with the class label c k premised on Ã. According to the Bayesian theory, we have:
Here, P(c k ) and P(Ã) are constants. According to Bayesian assumption, we have:
To calculate A i u , that is:
It is easy to calculate P(A ij
Here, PC(c k ) represents the probabilistic cardinality of samples with class c k in the dataset. It can be estimated below:
PC(v m , c k ) denotes the sum of the probability of each sample in class c k whose value equals to v m . That is, 
B. CS-UNB Algorithm
In this section, we will describe each step of the CS-UNB algorithm for constructing a Cost-sensitive Naïve Bayes Classification of Uncertain data. In the training phrase, a CS-UNB classifier is learned from the training dataset D; in the testing phase, for each test sample, a test strategy is designed to minimize the total cost based on the CS-UNB obtained. A from A to A (step 13, 14) . Give the predicted class label(step 17).
The time complexity of CS-UNB is ( ) O Npq , where N denotes the number of samples, p denotes the number of attributes, . All values of attributes had to be searched in order to calculate the probabilistic cardinality for the value of the specific attribute. The memory required by CS-UNB are not related to the total number of samples, but dominated by the sufficient statistics. The space complexity of CS-UNB is ( ) O pqr . Here, r denotes the number of class label. In this paper, we only consider binary classification tasks, so the number of classes is 2 and the space complexity of the implementation is (2 ) ( ) O pq O pq = .
V. EXPERIMENTS
To validate the performance of CS-UNB algorithm, we conduct experiments on UCI dataset. The algorithms were implemented based on WEKA. All experiments are executed on a PC with Intel Cor2 Duo 2.52GHz CPU and 2.0GB main memory. A collection, containing 9 realworld benchmark datasets, with categorical attributes and binary classification tasks were assembled from the UCI Repository. The detail information is listed in TABLE 1.
A. Data Preprocessing
Because there is no real-life uncertain dataset publicly available yet, we need to convert existent certain data into uncertain data in our experiment, Such method is widely used by the research community [2, 7, 17] . For each attribute A i u , we first convert it into a probability vector P={P i1 ,P i2 ,…,P in }, where P im is the probability that A ij u has value v m , that is, P(A ij u = v m )=P im . If the original value of A ij u is equal to v m , we set P im to be a value less than 1, and evenly distribute the rest probability 1-P im to all other values, that is :
For example, when we introduce 10% uncertainty, there is 90% probability that the attribute will take the original value and 10% probability to take any of other values. Suppose in the original certain dataset A ij u = v 1 , then we will assign P i1 =90%, and assign (2 )
. We denote this dataset with 10% uncertainty by U0.1.
Test cost of attribute is assigned by random values between 0 and 100. We use FP to denote the number of positive sample which is misclassified as negative, and FN to denote the number of negative sample is misclassified as positive. The proportion of misclassification FP/FN is set to 600/1000, 1000/1000 and 1000/2000. Figure 1 compares the average total cost of CS-UNB, NBU [2] and CSDTU [3] on datasets bank, breast-w, krvs-kp and vote. In these experiments, the uncertain level U is set from 0 to 0.5, increasing by 0.1 each time, and FP/FN = 1000/1000.
B. Experiment with Uncertain Level
Because of limited space, we will not list all the experimental results. Instead, we select for datasets: Bank, Breast-w, Kr-vs-kp and Vote to show how uncertain level affects total cost.
From Figure 1 , it appears that with the increase of uncertainty level, NBU algorithm keeps stable and even increase, while the total cost of both CS-UNB and CSDTU drop dramatically after U0.4. As NBU is aimed to minimize misclassification error, so the tests don't change a lot with the increase. However, the amount of tests in CS-UNB and CSDTU drops when uncertainty goes up to certain extent. Few tests lead to the decrease of test cost and it has little impact to misclassification cost. So the total cost falls. We also can see, the total cost of CS-UNB is smaller than that of other except ks-vs-kp. This is further proof that CS-UNB has a better performance. 
C. Experiment with FP/FN
FP is the cost of one false positive example, and FN is the cost of one false negative example. In order to study the effect of different FP/FN to CS-UNB, we select a representative dataset Breast-w to illustrate the impact of parameter FP/FN towards the algorithm performance. Figure 3 compares the average total cost of CS-UNB, NBU [2] and CSDTU [3] on all the nine datasets. In these experiments, the percentage of uncertain is U0.20, and the proportion of misclassification FP/FN is 1000/1000.
D. Performance Comparison
It can be observed from Figure 3 , although both CS-UNB and NBU are based on Naive Bayes model, the average total cost of CS-UNB, which is aim to minimize total cost is smaller than NBU, which is aim to minimize misclassification error. when we compare CS-UNB with CSDTU which has the same goal of minimum total cost, the results show that CS-UNB has evident advantage on dataset car, breast-cancer, breast-w, tric-tac-toe and vote. The performance of the both is similar on dataset ecoli and heart-statlog. CS-UNB performs slightly better than than CSDTU on dataset bank and kr-vs-kp. Overall, we can say, CS-UNB has better performance. Analysing the datasets, we can see that, when a dataset has a large number of attributes, the performance of CS-UNB is decreased. This is due to the assumption on the condition independence. Specifically, the attributes are always relevant each other, so lots of attributes maybe induce performance degradation.
VI. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
In this paper, we propose a new cost-sensitive naïve bayes algorithm, namely CS-DTU, to classify for classifying and predicting uncertain datasets. We integrate the uncertain data model into cost sensitive naïve bayes algorithm. On the basis of the frame of CSNB, we define the utility of uncertain attribute to total cost, propose a new test strategy for selection of attribute. The new method allows us to derive cost sensitive model based on uncertain data and attain lower total cost. Our experimental result demonstrates that CS-UNB outperforms other competing algorithms.
In the future, we will extend the methods to uncertain numerical attributes, and generalize the ideas for performing batch tests that involve a number of tests to be done together, rather than a sequential manner.
